Q1) Write appropriate answers (any TEN out of FIFTEEN) 10X02

1) What are the difficulties on depending on Nature for curing Diseases.
2) Define Susceptibility.
3) Who is the best prover and Why.
4) Who first felt the need of Drug proving.
5) Who was the founder of Isopathy
6) Explain the word Miasm
7) Explain the meaning of epidemic disease
8) What are the types of secondary Action
9) Write nature's law of cure
10) How many aphorisms are there in Sixth Edition of Organon of Medicine.
11) State the Mission of physician
12) Define Health
13) Why cure should be Rapid.
14) Explain symptom
15) Explain meaning of Organum
16) What are the difficulties on depending on Nature for curing Diseases?
17) Define Idiosyncrasy according to Stuart Close.
18) Who is the best prover and Why.
19) What procedure is to be followed when a prover cannot write?
20) Why proving is done on persons of sexes, all ages and various constitutions.
21) Explain the word Miasm
22) Explain sporadic disease
23) What are the types of secondary Action
24) Aude sapere
25) Explain fundamental principal of Homeopathy
26) State the Mission of physician
27) Define Health
28) Why cure should be rapid
29) State qualities of Vital force
30) Explain complete symptom.
31) Why cure should be Gentle.
32) Explain Exciting cause.
33) Who was the founder of Antipathy.
34) Explain Mission.
35) Why a physician should have the knowledge of medicinal powers.
36) Explain meaning of the word Autocratic
37) What is a Mateia Medica
38) Define Logic
39) Write nature’s law of cure
40) How many aphorisms are there in Fifth Edition of Organon of Medicine.
41) State the Mission of physician
42) Define Health
43) How cure should be.
44) Define Totality of symptoms according to Dr. Hahnemann
45) Define Susceptibility.
46) Explain the meaning of word mission
47) Explain health
48) Define attention
49) Define drug proving
50) List the principles of homeopathy
51) What is the meaning of the word surrogates
52) What is the word meaning of organon
53) What is a complete symptom
54) Meaning of aude sapere
55) Write any two examples of exciting cause
56) Define causa prima
57) Define psychology
58) Why cure should be rapid
59) State qualities of vital force
60) What do you mean by aggravation

Q 2) Write short answers  (any four out of six) 04X05
1) Write about Aude sapere.
2) Vital force
3) Genus Epidemicus
4) Highest ideal of cure
5) Aggravation
6) Hypochondriac patient
7) Write about Individualisation
8) What is Materia Medica Pura
9) Write a note on Surrogates
10) Restrictions on a prover
11) Homeopathic Aggravation
12) Palliation
13) Write about need of Knowledge of disease
14) Unprejudiced observer
15) Constitution
16) Cardinal Principles of Homeopathy
17) Isopathy
18) Acute diseases
19) Homoeopathy
20) Vital Force
21) Classification Of Disease
22) Vital Principle
23) Latent Psora

Q 3) Write short answers (any four out of six) 04X05
1) Tripoid of cure.
2) Tolle causm
3) Alternating action of Drug
4) Qualities of prover
5) Susceptibility and cure
6) Differentiate between CurAntur and Curentur
7) Tripoid of cure.
8) Complex disease
9) Alternating action of Drug
10) Qualities of prover
11) Susceptibility and cure
12) Pseudo –chronic diseases
13) Genus epidimicus and its utility
14) Law of similia
15) Qualities of prover
16) Susceptibility and cure
17) Allopathy
18) Primary Action
19) Secondary Action
20) Individualisation
21) Nature’s Law Of Cure
22) Drug Dynamisation
23) Posology
24) Knowledge of disease
25) Unprejudiced observer
26) Individualisation
27) Difficulties in case taking
28) Miasms
29) Aude sapare
Q 4) Write short answers (any two out of four) 01X10

1) Cure according to Homeopathy.

2) Obstacles to cure

3) What are concomitant symptoms explain with examples.

3) Explain the cardinal principles of Homeopathy

5) Cure according to Homeopathy.

6) Write in detail about How to find Genus epidimicus

7) Write a note on Idiosyncrasy

8) Materia medica pura

9) Significance of Totality of symptoms

10) Explain deductive Logic

11) Explain role of susceptibility in cure.

12) Explain Susceptibility, Reaction and immunity.

13) Describe Care To Be Taken During Drug Proving

14) Describe Complex Disease

15) Define Case Taking And Its Importance

16) Define Health And Disease

LONG ANSWER QUESTION (any one question out of Q No 5,6,&7) 01X20

Q5) Explain homeopathic concept of health .disease and cure in detail.

Q5) Explain Drug proving in detail with respect to – a) process of drug proving  
   b) Ideal prover 
   c) diet of the prover D) Regimen of the prover

Q. 5 EXPLAIN
   A) 1st Edition of organon  
   B) 3rd Edition
   C) 4th Edition  
   D) 6th Edition
Q6) Explain in detail the Hahnemannian classification of diseases

Q6) Explain in detail the Hahnemannian classification of Miasms

Q6) Explain in detail the Cardinal principles of Homeopathy

Q.6 WRITE IN DATAIL ABOUT DRUG PROVING w r to
   A) Purpose
   B) Ideal Prover
   C) Daybook
   D) Literate And Illeterate Prover

Q7) Explain the life sketch of Dr. Hahnemann with respect to his education, conversion to homeopathy, Discovery of Homeopathy, and His main writings.

Q7) Explain Logic in detail with reference to a) Definition b) Inductive logic b) Deductive logic d) Logic and Homeopathy

Q.7 EXPLAIN PSYCHOLOGY WITH FOLLOWING TERMS
   A) Definition
   B) Behavior
   C) Development Of Psychology
   D) Classification Of Psychology
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